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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.
Step 1
First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome
works best
Step 2
Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a
default page like the one below
Step 3
Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the
appy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by
step
Step 4
Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake
Step 5
Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when
you change something, learn by doing
Step 6
Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one
Step 7
When you move onto section 2 making the appy bird game then it is a
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything.
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you
CNN
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When you rst open up the web page in the browser you get a default
page like this
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Looking at the buttons
Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most.
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are
not sure then leave everything to the default settings.

CNN
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There are two main sections to this section, the rst simply looks at
ltering an image, then applying pooling. The purpose is to give you an idea
about feature extraction, extracting the most important features of an
image, usually this means the edges of the main focus of the image, in
this case the cat. It looks for straight lines, curves that seem to stand out
(are features).
The second part (this part) is using the image classi cation feature in
ml5.js to process images from the webcam, to determine whether you are
wearing a mask or not.
This is a more complex topic to get your head around but it is relatively
straightforward. Convolutional Neural Networks are used a lot in Machine
Learning so it is worth investing time trying to understand how they work.
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Unit #2 CNN with ml5.js
Introduction
This is the point where we use the ml5.js library to build our Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN). If you have many hidden layers you could also see
it called Deep CNN, but we will just reference it as a CNN.
We will use the code we developed from the previous section on pixels
and apply it to images classi cation within the ml5.js library which has a
default element for CNN.
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AI 4.2. index html le
First add the ml5.js into the index.html
for this exercise

le, notice that it is version 0.6.0

<script src="https://unpkg.com/ml5@latest/dist/ml5.min.js"></script>

index.html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.1.9/p5.js"></script>
<script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.1.9/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>
<script src="https://unpkg.com/ml5@0.6.0/dist/ml5.min.js"></
script>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">
<meta charset="utf-8" />

</head>
<body>
<script src="sketch.js"></script>
</body>
</html>
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AI 4.2.2 the starting code
Here is the adapted code from the pixel section sketch, it is easier to just
type it all out than try to nd all the changes because of how much has
been taken out or added.
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 64
let ready = false

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
image(video, 0, 0, width, height)
}
}
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Notes
You should get a square image from your webcam.
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AI 4.2.3 adding the brain
Adding the pixelBrain, the input dimensions are 64 pixels by 64 pixels by 4
channels, they are red, green, blue and alpha, the task is an
imageClassi cation.
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 64
let ready = false
let pixelBrain

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: [64, 64, 4],
task: 'imageClassification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()

fi
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{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
image(video, 0, 0, width, height)
}
}

Notes
Nothing is meant to happen at this stage except the image

CNN
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AI 4.2.4 entering keyPressed()
The addExample(key) will be used to identify the two labels, you can use
any two letters.
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 64
let ready = false
let pixelBrain

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: [64, 64, 4],
task: 'imageClassification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
CNN
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if (ready)
{
image(video, 0, 0, width, height)
}
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
pixelBrain.normalizeData()
pixelBrain.train({epochs: 50}, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
addExample(key)
}
}

Notes
Nothing is meant to happen at this stage except the image

CNN
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AI 4.2.5 inputting the labels
When you have done that, click on the canvas and press the letter ‘a’ with
you in the video (20 times say) and ‘b’ not in the video (again roughly 20
times is suf cient), then press ’t’ to train.
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 64
let ready = false
let pixelBrain
let label = ''

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: [64, 64, 4],
task: 'imageClassification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

fi
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function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
image(video, 0, 0, width, height)
}
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
pixelBrain.normalizeData()
pixelBrain.train({epochs: 50}, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
addExample(key)
}
}

function addExample(label)
{
let inputImage = {image: video}
let target = {label}
console.log("adding example: " + label)
pixelBrain.addData(inputImage, target)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('training complete')
CNN
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}

Notes
You should get a loss chart like this, hopefully.

Loss after training on 20 ‘h’s and 20 ‘a’s
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AI 4.2.6 after training we want to classify

sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 64
let ready = false
let pixelBrain
let label = ''

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let options = {
inputs: [64, 64, 4],
task: 'imageClassification',
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}

function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()
CNN
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{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
image(video, 0, 0, width, height)
}
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(266)
text(label, width/2, height/2)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
pixelBrain.normalizeData()
pixelBrain.train({epochs: 50}, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
addExample(key)
}
}

function addExample(label)
{
let inputImage = {image: video}
let target = {label}
console.log("adding example: " + label)
pixelBrain.addData(inputImage, target)
}

CNN
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function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('training complete')
classifyVideo()
}

function classifyVideo()
{
let inputImage = {image: video}
pixelBrain.classify(inputImage, gotResults)
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
return
}
label = results[0].label
classifyVideo()
}

CNN
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Something like this only not an image of me obviously
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Customising the layers
You can customise the layers - see documentation (https://learn.ml5js.org/
#/reference/neural-network) and scroll down to default imageClassi cation
layers. Click on copy to clipboard and past into setup above the options,
giving it a variable name customLayers
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AI 4.2.7 customising layers
You can now customise the layers e.g. change the size of the pooling size,
the stride, even the activation functions etc
kernelSize is the size of the matrix that, if it is 3 then it is a 3x3 matrix,
5 means 5x5 matrix
Filters: 8 means there are 8 lters, they usually go up in number on each
successive layer. Usually following 4, 8, 16, 32, 128, 256 etc
sketch.js
let video
let videoSize = 64
let ready = false
let pixelBrain
let label = ''

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
video = createCapture(VIDEO, videoReady)
video.size(videoSize, videoSize)
video.hide()
let customLayers = [
{
type: 'conv2d',
filters: 8,
kernelSize: 5,
strides: 1,
activation: 'relu',
kernalInitializer: 'varianceScalling'
},
{
type: 'maxPooling2d',
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poolSize: [2, 2],
strides: [2, 2]
},
{
type: 'conv2d',
filters: 16,
kernelSize: 5,
strides: 1,
activation: 'relu',
kernalInitializer: 'varianceScalling'
},
{
type: 'maxPooling2d',
poolSize: [2, 2],
strides: [2, 2]
},
{
type: 'flatten'
},
{
type: 'dense',
kernalInitializer: 'varianceScaling',
activation: 'softmax'
}
]
let options = {
inputs: [64, 64, 4],
task: 'imageClassification',
layers: customLayers,
debug: true
}
pixelBrain = ml5.neuralNetwork(options)
}
CNN
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function videoReady()
{
ready = true
}

function draw()
{
background(0)
if (ready)
{
image(video, 0, 0, width, height)
}
textSize(50)
textAlign(CENTER, CENTER)
fill(266)
text(label, width/2, height/2)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (key == 't')
{
pixelBrain.normalizeData()
pixelBrain.train({epochs: 50}, finishedTraining)
}
else
{
addExample(key)
}
}

function addExample(label)
CNN
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{
let inputImage = {image: video}
let target = {label}
console.log("adding example: " + label)
pixelBrain.addData(inputImage, target)
}

function finishedTraining()
{
console.log('training complete')
classifyVideo()
}

function classifyVideo()
{
let inputImage = {image: video}
pixelBrain.classify(inputImage, gotResults)
}

function gotResults(error, results)
{
if (error)
{
return
}
label = results[0].label
classifyVideo()
}
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